SATELLITE BLOCKCHAIN AND HEALTHCARE IDEATION WORKSHOPS

Tuesday, 21 January 2020, 8:30 am - 4:30 pm
Centre de l’innovation, rue Alcide-Jentzer 17, 1205 Genève
**Schedule**  
**Tuesday, 21 January 2020**

**DLT and healthcare: a deep dive with the change makers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 8:30 am | **Welcome and opening of the day**  
- Prof. Antoine Geissbuhler, Vice Rector, Numeric Transformation, Geneva University  
- Gianfranco Moi, Deputy Secretary, Research and Development, State of Geneva |
| 9:00 am | **Where does Blockchain solve humanitarian crises?**  
- Dr. Jane Thomason, CEO, Blockchain Quantum Impact  
- Heather Flannery, Global Lead, Consensys Health  
- Helen Disney, CEO, Healthcare Unblocked  
- Dianne Scheppers EVP, IOHK  
- Dr. Alex Cahana, Healthcare Lead, GenesisBlock (Moderator) |
| 10:00 am | **Coffee break** |
| 10:30 am | **Workshop I (90 min)**  
**Room 1: Clinical care and Incentives**  
(Facilitator: Rudolph Meyer)  
Stewart Southy, CMO, Poonya  
**Room 2: Supply Chain**  
(Facilitator: Jean Marc Seigneur)  
Jason Cross-Rymedi  
**Room 3: Electronic Health Records**  
Simon Hooper, CEO, ReMeLife |
| 12:00 pm | **Lunch** |
1:00 pm  **Clinician, researcher, investor and patient perspectives of Blockchain in Health**  
- Clinician: Dr. Rodolph Meyer, Deputy CIO, Geneva University Hospitals  
- Researcher: Piret Hirv, Director of Estonian Connected Health  
- Investor: Ruth Amos, Partner Cogent Law  
- Technology: Mirko de Maldè, GBA, President Italian Chapter  
- Patient: Maria Marenco, Public Affairs and Communications HIMSS EMEA

2:00 pm  **Coffee break**

2:30 pm  **Workshop II (90 min)**

Room 1: Clinical trials  
(Facilitator: Marco Alessandrini)  
Rama Dao-Bloqcube

Room 2: Research funding  
(Facilitator: Prof. Karl Heinz Krause)  
Mark Chester, Aevolve

Room 3: IP management  
(Facilitator: Jenny Creed Geraghty)  
Paul Kohlhaas-Molecule

4:00 pm  **Blockchain integration into State Healthcare (panel)**  
- Prof. Christian Lovis, Switzerland  
- Gilbert Verdian, Australia  
- Dr. Ain Aviksoo, Estonia  
- Jim Nasr, CDC  
- Dr. Alex Cahana, Healthcare Lead, GenesisBlock (Moderator)

4:30 pm  **Wrap up Conference adjourn**
Useful information

Address
Hôpitaux universitaires de Genève
Bâtiment Gustave Julliard, étage 0
Centre de l’innovation, Rue Alcide-Jentzer 17, 1205 Genève

Information and registration
Please register on hug.plus/blockchain

Contact
Maurizio Ranieri: maurizio.ranieri@hcuge.ch
Alex Cahana: alex@genesisblockchain.io
Jenny Creed Geraghty: jcreed@gmail.com
Centre de l’innovation: centre.innovation@hcuge.ch